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ABSTRACT 

The present invention relates to an enhanced casino game in 
Which the principles of the standard Roulette game are 
applied to a standard deck of playing cards. The method of 
the present invention provides an enhanced experience for 
the player While bringing ?exibility in the choice of the 
casino house income ratio for the casino management team. 
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METHOD FOR PLAYING AN IMPROVED 
ROULETTE CASINO GAME WITH PLAYING 

CARDS 

[0001] This application is a continuation of US. Ser. No. 
09/912,428 ?led on Jul. 26, 2001. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] The present invention relates to a method for 
playing a live casino table game. More particularly, the 
invention relates to a method for playing a live casino table 
game offering neW betting options in addition to the Wager 
ing options offered in classical roulette casino games and 
associated With more various and advantageous odds. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] Casino oWners are alWays interested in introducing 
neW casino games that generate more bene?ts for the casino 
house. 

[0004] More particularly, the game must sustain the inter 
est of the player as long as possible in order to optimiZe the 
time spent by the player at the table and his participation in 
the game. 

[0005] The Roulette is a very popular table game that is 
found in almost all casinos. Roulette consists essentially in 
Wagering on at least one number from a plurality of num 
bers, believing that the Wagered number Will be randomly 
draWn from the plurality of numbers. Players make Wagers 
by positioning, on a game surface, some chips, tokens or 
markers on one or many areas, each area corresponding to 
one or many betting numbers. 

[0006] The European Roulette has 37 betting numbers i.e. 
1-36 and 0 and the American Roulette has 38 betting 
numbers i.e. 1-36, 0 and 00. 

[0007] The game surface forms a rectangular pattern of 
thirty-six (36) squares laid out in tWelve (12) stacked roWs, 
each roW having three (3) adjacent squares, each square 
associated With a particular number from 1 to 36. 

[0008] Aplurality of betting squares are on the edge of the 
rectangular pattern. One square represents a Zero ((0», and 
another square represents a double Zero ((00». Some squares 
represent a particular group of numbers arranged in a 
geometric pattern such as: squares associated With a <<?rst 12 
number block», a <<second 12 number block» and a <<third 12 
number block»; squares associated With a (<?rst 12 number 
column», a <<second 12 number column» and a <<third 12 
number column». Some squares represent a particular group 
of 18 numbers such as squares associated With the 
colors <<red» or <<black»; squares associated With 
<<even» or <<odd» parity and squares associated With the 
numerical ranges of 1 to 18 or 19 to 36. 

[0009] A player makes his or her bet by placing his 
positioning markers, chips or tokens at the appropriate place 
on the playing surface. 

[0010] A “straight up» bet occurs When a player identi?es 
a single number among 0, 00 and 1 to 36 by positioning 
token, chip or marker on the square associated With the 
number Wagered by the player. A <<split» bet occurs When 
the player identi?es tWo numbers by positioning tokens, 
chips or markers on the border betWeen tWo squares each 
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one associated to one of the Wagered numbers. A <<line» bet 
occurs When a player identi?es three numbers of a same roW 
by positioning markers on the left border of the ?rst left 
square of the roW of three squares, each square associated 
With one of the three numbers Wagered by the player. A 
<<square» bet occurs When a player identi?es four numbers in 
positioning markers on the border cross betWeen the four 
squares associated to the four selected numbers Wagered by 
the player. A <<street» bet occurs When a player identi?es 6 
numbers of tWo adjacent roWs by positioning markers on the 
border cross formed by the tWo left borders of the tWo ?rst 
left squares of the tWo adjacent roWs and the border betWeen 
the tWo ?rst left-squares of the tWo adjacent roWs, each of 
three squares Wherein each square of the tWo adjacent roWs 
is associated With one of the siX numbers Wagered by the 
player. A player identi?es tWelve numbers by positioning 
markers on one of the squares associated to one of three ((12 
card block» ’s or to one of the three ((12 card column» ’s. 
Finally, a player may identify a particular group of 18 cards 
in positioning his or her markers on one of the squares 
associated With the colors <<black» or <<red», the <<even» or 
<<odd» parity or the numerical ranges of 1 to 18 or 19 to 36. 
A player chooses his or her betting risk level by making a 
Wager identifying 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 12 or 18 numbers and 
consequently, a player chooses his or her level of Winning 
bet payout. For the European and American Roulettes the 
payout table is as shoWn in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

Payout Table 

No 
Of Times 

The Amount 
Winning Type Of Event Bet Pays Is Paid Probability 

Winning a Straight Up Bet Pays 36 35:1 
Winning a Split Bet Pays 18 17:1 
Winning a Line Bet Pays 12 11:1 
Winning a Square Bet Pays 9 8:1 
Winning a Street Bet Pays 6 5:1 
Winning a 12 Number Block Bet Pays 3 2:1 
Winning a 12 Number Column Bet Pays 3 2:1 
Winning a Even or Odd Bet Pays 2 1:1 
Winning a Red or Black Bet Pays 2 1:1 
Winning a 1 to 8 or 19 to 36 Bet Pays 2 1:1 

[0011] For example, if a player has Wagered on the number 
24 in a <<straight up» bet and 24 is the Winning number, then 
the player receives, in addition to his or her returned bet 
amount, 35 times his or her bet amount, for a total payout 
amount of 36 times his or her bet amount. 

[0012] When a betting period ends, a dealer starts the 
random selection process. In live table roulette, the dealer 
typically launches a ball in the roulette in rotation. The 
random selection is performed When the ball positions itself 
in one of the notches arranged side-by-side on the internal 
side of the roulette rim, each notch being associated With a 
betting number. The dealer distributes the payouts to the 
players according to the payout table. 
[0013] An important advantage of the roulette game is that 
the roulette game is based solely on a random event Wherein 
Wins and losses made by players or the casino house are 
independent of player skill. The players appreciate the 
simplicity of the game Which triggers feelings of enjoyment 
and relaxation. 
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[0014] The casino house appreciates the fact that the 
income percentage is constant and not in?uenced by player 
experience and skill compared to other games such as Poker 
and Blackjack card games Where the casino house’s losses 
depend on player strategies and skills. 

[0015] Another advantage of the Roulette is the various 
levels of betting risk offered: players appreciate to choose 
and control their oWn level of betting risk according to their 
gut feeling and their Wealth. The casino house appreciates 
that conservative players as Well as high-rollers may be at 
ease to participate in a casino game that favors an optimal 
table activity in terms of number of players and dedication 
to the game. 

[0016] A random process independent of player skill and 
a variability of betting risk levels are tWo advantages that 
have contributed to make the Roulette a very popular and 
appreciated table game among players and casino manage 
ment. 

[0017] HoWever, the Roulette numbers are less attractive 
to players than playing cards. The cards shoW colorful 
betting symbols in addition to numbers such as objects: 
aspade», <<club», <<diamond» and aheart» and noble charac 
ters: <<King», <<Queen» and (<Jack»; features to Which players 
are inclined to attribute various lucky or unlucky properties. 
Players prefer playing games offering card betting symbols. 
Furthermore, the income percentage cannot be changed for 
a roulette game Without changing the game itself. For 
example, the casino income ratio for the European Roulette 
is 1/37, or approximately 2,70% and for the American 
Roulette is 2/38, or approximately 5,26%. Consequently, the 
casino house cannot adjust the income percentage according 
to market competition or the casino activity. 

[0018] The possibility of modifying the casino income 
percentage Without changing the roulette game Would be a 
great advantage. For example, a casino could decrease the 
Roulette income percentage to create an incentive to players 
during loW casino activity periods or to create some frenZied 
hours enjoyed by players. Also, a casino having regular 
customers and loW or no competition such as local or 
governmental casinos, could appreciate and ?nd advanta 
geous for the casino house to increase its income percentage 
on croWded periods. 

[0019] Therefore, a need exists for an enhanced roulette 
game that retains the advantages of classical roulette games, 
such as many betting risk levels on a same event, the 
socialiZing atmosphere, and the speed of the game, but 
overcomes classical roulette disadvantages by offering ?ex 
ible casino incomes and more attractive features to players. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0020] It has been found that to appeal and sustain the 
interest of players in neW casino games, the games have to 
possess some elements familiar to the players, in order not 
to frighten them, and, at the same time, to offer neW 
interesting features, in order to provide a neW source of 
excitement and enjoyment for the player and interest for 
casinos. 

[0021] The present invention provides a method and sys 
tem for playing an enhanced roulette casino game by com 
bining the advantages of classical European and American 
Roulette With neW features that solve some disadvantages of 
classical roulette games. 
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[0022] More precisely, the present invention provides an 
enhanced roulette game based on a random event Wherein 
player and casino Wins or losses are independent of player 
skill and offers a variability of risk levels to players With neW 
advantages such as attractive betting symbols and ?exible 
casino house income percentages. 

[0023] The present invention further provides a method 
and system for playing an enhanced casino game, Which 
offers to players familiar, and Well knoWn appreciated Rou 
lette betting options Wherein odds may be different Without 
it being apparent to players and Without changing the style 
of the game. 

[0024] The present invention also provides a method and 
system for playing a casino game that offers neW and 
additional betting options. 

[0025] According to one aspect of the present invention, 
there is provided a method of playing a casino table game 
comprising: identifying cards from a deck of playing cards 
as betting cards; recording a bet from a player identifying a 
number (n) of the betting cards; draWing at random from the 
deck of playing cards a payout-determining card; calculating 
a payout for the player of 48/n When the payout-determining 
card matches one of the betting cards identi?ed, and other 
Wise a payout of Zero When the payout-determining card 
does not match any of betting cards identi?ed. 

[0026] According to another aspect, a method of playing 
a casino card game comprising: identifying cards from a 
deck of playing cards as betting cards; identifying a remain 
der card from the deck of playing cards as outside card; 
recording a bet from a player identifying a number (n) of the 
betting cards; draWing at random from the deck of playing 
cards a payout-determining card; calculating a payout for the 
player of 48/n When the payout-determining card matches 
one of the betting cards identi?ed, and otherWise a payout of 
Zero When the payout-determining card does not match any 
betting cards identi?ed. 

[0027] A player has an opportunity to bet on the outcome 
of a random card selection from a deck of playing cards. A 
player selects a number of cards among cards identi?ed as 
betting cards and bets on the occurrence of one of the 
number of cards Will be randomly selected from the deck. 
The selected number of cards are identi?ed by one or many 
folloWing card features: rank, color, suit, parity, rank range 
or by a geometrical characteristic as column, block, circle 
etc. The player decides Which level of betting risk he or she 
Wants to take on the outcome of the random event in 
selecting a number of cards and in deciding his or her betting 
amount. A random card selection from a deck of playing 
cards is performed. 

[0028] If there is a match betWeen at least one card 
identi?ed by the bet made by the player, his or her bet is a 
Winning bet. A payout is credited to the player accordingly 
to a payout chart. 

[0029] The method offers a neW possible spectrum of 
payout odds as folloWs: 48 (47:1); 24 (23:1); 16 (15:1); 12 
(11:1); 8 (7:1); 6 (5:1); 4 (3:1); 3 (2:1); 2 (1:1); compared to 
the payout odds of European or American roulette games: 36 
(35:1); 18 (17:1); 12 (11:1); 9 (8:1); 6 (5:1); 4 (3:1); 2 (1:1). 
[0030] The use of playing cards, adding neW betting 
options and various colorful features, compared to betting 
options of classical roulette games, is attractive to players. 
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[0031] In one embodiment, a play board is provided With 
a game surface and betting locations. The game surface 
presents areas corresponding to cards of a playing deck and 
arranged in a geometric pattern. Geometrical characteristics 
formed by playing card areas of the game surface, such as: 
column, roW, square, block, circle are used for identifying a 
number of playing cards. Each playing card area provides a 
betting location accepting a marker, token or chip and 
permitting players to make a Wager on corresponding play 
ing cards. The geometrical characteristic area accepts a 
marker and permits players to Wager on a number of playing 
cards. Aplayer makes a Wager in placing markers, tokens or 
chips on an area identifying a card or a geometrical char 
acteristic area. A random draWing from a deck of playing 
cards selects a payout-determining card. A principal game 
payout is calculated When the payout-determining card 
matches one betting card identi?ed and, otherWise, a payout 
of Zero is determined When the payout-determining card 
does not match any of betting cards identi?ed. The player is 
credited With the payout. 

[0032] According to one aspect of the invention, a system 
is provided comprising: an accepting means for accepting a 
bet identifying a number (n) of cards of a deck of playing 
cards; a random card selector for selecting at random at least 
one card of the deck; that is in comparing the identi?ed 
number (n) cards to at least one the random selected card, the 
bet is a Winning bet if there is a match betWeen at least one 
card of the number (n) cards and one card of the randomly 
selected card. 

[0033] For example, in one embodiment, a play board 
provides a game surface With 52 areas representing 52 
playing cards. Forty-eight (48) playing card areas represent 
ing the forty-eight playing cards identi?ed as betting cards 
are arranged in a rectangular con?guration counting four (4) 
columns and tWelve (12) roWs. In the present embodiment, 
players enjoy familiar betting options similar to that of the 
Roulette, such as: <<straight up», <<split», <<street», <<column», 
(<block» With neW betting features such as: popular and 
colorful playing cards and a neW spectrum of payout odds. 

[0034] For example, in European or American roulette 
games, the spectrum of payout odds is: 36 (35:1); 18 (17:1); 
12 (11:1); 9 (8:1); 6 (5:1); 4 (3:1); 2 (1:1). According to the 
present invention, the method offers for the same betting 
options and a neW possible spectrum of payout odds as 
folloWs: 48 (47:1); 24 (23:1); 16 (15:1); 12 (11:1); 8 (7:1); 
6 (5:1); 4 (3:1); 3 (2:1); 2(1:1). 

[0035] If a player has Wagered on tWo cards With a 
(<split» betting option and one of the tWo cards is a Winning 
card i.e. matches the randomly selected determining-payout 
card, then the player is credited 23 times his or her Wagered 
amount in <<split» mode, instead of 17 times like in the 
European or American roulette games, in addition to keep 
ing his or her Wagered amount for a total payout amount of 
24 times his or her Wagered amount. 

[0036] The invention is appealing to players because of 
the familiar roulette betting options With a different spec 
trum of odds. 

[0037] In addition, in one embodiment, the remaining 
cards, not identi?ed as betting cards, are identi?ed as 
(<outside» cards. 
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[0038] Preferably, at least one of the <<outside cards» is an 
<<all bets lose » card, Wherein all bets from the players are 
lost When the “all bets lose» card is draWn. 

[0039] Preferably, at least one card of the outside cards is 
a “free turn » card, Wherein the bets are returned to the 
players when “free turn» card is draWn. 

[0040] A casino house determines the income percentage 
per game by modifying from turn to turn or setting the 
selection of “all bets lose» card and <<free turn» card. The 
selections of Zero, one, tWo, three or four cards as <<all bets 
lose» cards, among a deck of 52 playing cards, Wherein 48 
cards as identi?ed as betting cards, determines ?ve different 
casino house income ratios. 

[0041] For example, a casino takes a deck of playing cards 
having 52 playing cards, identi?es 48 cards as betting cards 
and the four remaining cards as outside cards. The casino 
chooses one among the four <<outside» cards as an all bets 
lose» card and the three others are identi?ed as ‘(free 
turn» cards; providing a casino house income ratio of 1/49 
or approximately of 2%. The casino selects, for another 
game tWo cards of the four outside cards as <<all bets 
lose» cards and the remaining tWo of the outside cards as 
<<free turn» cards, providing a casino house income ratio of 
2/50 or approximately 4%. 

[0042] Preferably, at least one of the betting cards is an “all 
outside bets lose» card Wherein a payout is calculated for 
players that have made a bet on the <<all outside bets 
lose» card, When the card is draWn. The payout amount can 
be calculated as a function of the total Wagering amount 
made by the player on the game and/or the Wagering amount 
solely made on the <<all outside bets lose» card. 

[0043] Abetting option on an “all outside bets lose» card 
is attractive to players since it provides them With a feeling 
of control on the random event, giving players an additional 
manner for determining their betting risk on their total 
betting amount. 

[0044] Abetting option on an <<all outside bets lose» card 
represents for a casino an interesting feature in potentially 
increasing casino house incomes by attracting players to 
Wager large amounts because of the opportunity of securing 
their betting amounts. 

[0045] Preferably, a player has the possibility to make a 
bet identifying a number s of betting cards as <<bet 
securing» cards. 

[0046] A <<bet securing» card is a betting card on Which a 
player can make a bet identifying the betting card as a <<bet 
securing» card. The abet securing» card identi?ed as <<bet 
securing» card by a bet made by the player on the betting 
card, alloWs the player to loWer the original casino house 
income ratio for his or her bet identifying a number n of the 
betting cards. When the ‘(bet securing» card identi?ed by a 
bet made by a player matches the draWn payout-determining 
card, all bets made by the player identifying a number n of 
betting cards, excepted the bet identifying a <<bet 
securing» card made by the same player on the game, are 
returned to the player giving the player the opportunity to 
take advantage of a loWer casino house income ratio for his 
or her bet amounts identifying a number n of betting cards. 

[0047] The possibility of identifying a <<bet securing» card 
alloWs players to get a loWer casino house income ratio for 
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bets identifying a number n of betting cards above a par 
ticular betting amount, i.e. a turning-point total betting 
amount, and gives the casino an interesting feature to 
potentially increase casino house income Which is also 
applicable to classical roulette games. 

[0048] A <<bet securing» option is an incentive alloWing 
players to take advantage of a loWer casino house income 
ratio for their total betting amounts, and particularly, it is an 
incentive for high-rollers to bet larger amounts. For high 
rollers, a <<bet securing» option Wager represents a small 
additional amount compared to typical high-roller Wagered 
amounts. The casino house retains a minimal income ratio 
until the turning-point betting amount is reached and at the 
same time, favors betting larger amounts. Consequently, the 
casino house income is potentially increased for each game 
of the present method of playing an enhanced casino roulette 
game Which represents a real advantage for casino oWners. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0049] These and other features, aspects and advantages of 
the present invention Will become better understood With 
regard to the folloWing description and accompanying draW 
ings Wherein: 

[0050] FIG. 1A is a schematic representation of a prior art 
classical American roulette game surface and FIG. 1B is an 
auxiliary game surface layout; 

[0051] FIG. 2 is a schematic vieW and representation of 
the system of the present invention; 

[0052] FIG. 3 is a flow chart representing the method of 
a preferred embodiment of the present invention; 

[0053] FIG. 4 is a schematic representation of the game 
surface of the present invention; 

[0054] FIG. 5 is a block diagram of the apparatus of the 
present invention; 

[0055] FIGS. 6A and 6B are combined to form a flow 
chart representing the steps and one method of playing at the 
game of the present invention Without randomly selected 
auxiliary priZe; 
[0056] FIG. 7 is a block diagram of the apparatus for 
granting a randomly selected auxiliary priZe; and 

[0057] FIG. 8 is a flow chart representing the steps and 
one method of playing at the game of the present invention 
With randomly selected auxiliary priZe. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

[0058] Referring to FIG. 1A, Which is a representation of 
the betting layout of a classical American roulette game and 
FIG. 1B Which is an auxiliary betting layout, the thirty-six 
(36) squares are shoWn, each one being associated to a 
number 1 to 36, laid out in tWelve (12) stacked roWs, of three 
(3) adjacent squares each. There are also tWo special areas, 
representing a Zero <<0»28 and a double Zero ((00» 26 Which 
represent betting squares for <<all outside bets lose» events. 
Note that in the European roulette game, the layout is the 
same except that there is no double Zero ((00» area. 

[0059] A player chooses his or her betting risk level by 
positioning markers, chips or tokens on areas corresponding 
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to the betting options typically offered by classical roulette 
games. Examples of such bets are illustrated in FIG. 1A, 
Wherein the dark circles are tokens shoWn are the “straight 
up»24, <<splits»22, <<line»20, <<square»18, <<street»16, 
<(doZen»30, <<column»10,12 or 14, <<odd» or <<even», 2 or 
8, (<black» or <<red»4 or 6, and ((lOWS» or <<highs»32 or 34. 

[0060] FIG. 1B, is an auxiliary roulette layout. Some 
auxiliary roulette games associated With a principal roulette 
game offer players the opportunity to make an additional or 
a side bet by selecting one of the conventional numbers of 
the roulette game, i.e. 1-36, 0 or 00 Without regards to parity 
or color. ShoWn are the thirty-six (36) squares laid out in 
tWelve (12) stacked roWs, each roW of three (3) adjacent 
squares, each one associated With a particular number from 
1 to 36 and tWo additional squares labeled ((0» and ((00». A 
player indicates his or her additional or side bet option by 
placing markers, chips or tokens on one of the conventional 
numbers i.e. 1 to 36, 0 and 00 of the roulette auxiliary game 
surface layout. As an example, a Wager 36 has been put on 
number 20. 

[0061] HoW to play the present enhanced roulette game 
and use the system may be understood by referring to FIG. 
2 of the draWings, Which shoWs a live table casino game 
played by a dealer 38 and a plurality of players 40 surround 
ing a casino table 42. The betting game surface layout 44 is 
placed in an efficient and aesthetic manner alloWing a dealer 
and players to properly accomplish their movements in an 
easy and efficient manner. A random selector 46 randomly 
selects a card and a player position. In the present embodi 
ment, the random card and player position selector 46 is an 
electronic apparatus, knoWn in the art, comprising a random 
selector controller 48, Which manages electronic commands. 
A random card and player position selector control 50 
connected to the random card and player position selector 
controller 48 is provided With a button, or a sWitch, Which 
activates a random card and player position selection and a 
displaying of the selected card on the screen 52 and the 
selected player position on the selected screen among 
screens 54 of the display 56. 

[0062] A random priZe selector 58 is also provided With 
the present invention and can be used, optionally, With some 
auxiliary games. In the present embodiment, the random 
priZe selector 58 is an electronic apparatus knoWn in the art, 
comprising a random priZe selector controller 60, Which 
manages various electric signals. 

[0063] A random priZe selector control 62, in communi 
cation With the random priZe selector controller 60, is 
provided With a button or sWitch that activates a random 
priZe selection and a displaying of the priZe on the display 
63. The display 63 provides tWo screens 65, 67 for display 
ing data and various visual animations such as priZe 
amounts, and other Winning symbols, such as a happy face. 
Furthermore, visual communication means, such as a light 
69, are provided for accompanying and indicating the vari 
ous steps such as the priZe generation process, the priZe 
selection process and the priZe granting and communicating 
processes. 

[0064] Furthermore, a dealer console 64 connected to the 
random card and player position selection controller 48 and 
to the random priZe selection controller 60 is provided With 
the present invention in order to input commands required 
before the selection processes, such as the activation of the 
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random card and player position selector control 50 and the 
random prize selector control 60. 

[0065] It Will be easily understood that the random selec 
tor and the display apparatus can be integrated, or not, in the 
same apparatus. 

[0066] It Will also be understood that each random selec 
tor, such as the random card selector, the random player 
position selector, and the random priZe selector, can be 
considered as individual and separate apparatuses that can 
be integrated, or not, in one or more apparatuses. 

[0067] It Will also be understood that the random card 
selector, can take many embodiments. For example, it can be 
a mechanical apparatus such as a roulette Wheel With 52 
notches, Wherein inside each notch is shoWn a card among 
the 52 playing cards of a deck; an electromechanical card 
shuf?er capable of picking up a card randomly, or any other 
analogous apparatus can also be used. In the present embodi 
ment, the random generator is an electronic apparatus 
knoWn in the art. In the preferred embodiment, the random 
card selector is an electronic random generator due to the 
reliability and speed needed for the occurring random event. 

[0068] In addition to the random card selector, the present 
invention also provides a random player selector. Again, the 
player position selector apparatus can take various embodi 
ments, such as a dice-prism With eight faces, each face 
representing a particular player position With a number 
betWeen 1 and 8 or one of the 8 chip colors: a ball associated 
With a Wheel of a minimum of eight pockets or notches, each 
one representing a number from 1 to 8 and/or a chip color. 
In the present embodiment, the random player selector is an 
electronic random selector. The reason is the reliability and 
the speed necessary for the random process. In the present 
embodiment, there is a maximum of 8 players at each table. 

[0069] It Will be furthermore understood that various 
combinations of sWitches and buttons are possible for reach 
ing the same objective. The number and the activation 
sequence of the buttons or sWitches and their association to 
the dealer and/or the random selector control depend on 
various considerations, such as the speed of the game, and 
the interest of the player. For example, for each random 
selection of a card or a player position, a particular button or 
sWitch can be provided for each of the folloWing steps: a ?rst 
sWitch or button for starting a random generation process; a 
second sWitch or button for stopping the random generation 
process, and executing a random selection; a third sWitch or 
button for displaying the selected item on the screen, and 
another sWitch or button for resetting the random selector 
and display. 

[0070] As it is understood, all these functions can be 
integrated in one or more operations, started by one or more 
sWitches. 

[0071] Referring noW to FIG. 3, shoWn is a How chart 
representing a preferred embodiment of the method of the 
present invention. The term abetting» card refers to a des 
ignated card that can be draWn randomly from a deck of 
playing cards and on Which a player can make a Wager on 
the occurrence of the (<betting» card as a randomly draWn 
payout-determining card from the deck of playing cards. 

[0072] The method comprises a step of Identifying cards 
from a deck of playing cards as betting cards 70. Preferably 
48 cards are identi?ed as betting cards. 
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[0073] The playing cards possess various betting symbols 
such as numbers and colors alloWing Roulette betting 
options such as <<highs» or alows», <<even» or <<odd», 
<<black» or Kred» to be offered to players. 

[0074] In addition to numbers, various and different bet 
ting symbols such as <<faces»<<King», <<Queen», <<Jack») and 
((ObjGCIS» (<<spade», <<heart», <<diamond» and ((Clllb». The 
playing card features are more attractive to players because, 
in card games, players intensely manipulate playing cards 
and are more inclined to associate lucky properties to 
playing card symbols. 

[0075] Playing card decks usually have 52 or 54 cards 
comprising 13 cards as folloWs: Ace, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 
10, Jack, Queen and King for each of the four suits, usually 
<<heart», (<club», <<spade» and <<diamond» and, for the 54 
playing card decks, tWo Jokers are added. The use of a Well 
knoWn complete deck of playing cards is attractive and 
makes players at ease With using familiar symbols. 

[0076] In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, 
the deck has 52 cards. But, a skilled person in the ?eld Will 
appreciate the key features of the present method described, 
Will understand, and Will be able to apply the present method 
to a deck of cards having a lesser or a greater number of 
cards. 

[0077] In the preferred embodiment, the choice of a bet 
identifying a number of betting cards among at least a 
minimal number of 48 betting cards provides a set of various 
risk levels depending of the number (n) of cards, such as: 24, 
16, 12, 8, 6, 4, 3, 2, 1 alloWing one to calculate a payout of 
48/n Wherein the payout amount is an integer. For example, 
a player selects one card With a <<straight up» bet among the 
48 betting cards and another player Wagers on tWo numbers 
at the same time With a (split» bet. Apayout of 48/1 (47:1) 
is calculated for the player Who has identi?ed a card With his 
or her <<straight up» bet if the <<straight up» Wagered card 
matches the randomly draWn determining-payout card and a 
payout of 48/2=24 (23: 1) is calculated for a player When one 
of the tWo cards identi?ed by his or her ((split» bet matches 
the randomly selected card. An integer payout amount is 
calculated. 

[0078] The method of the present invention virtually pro 
vides 47 levels of betting risk i.e. 1 to 47 betting cards 
identi?ed by a single bet. For example, if 13 betting cards 
have been identi?ed in a single bet and the randomly 
selected payout-determining card matches one card among 
those 13 identi?ed betting cards, the payout multiplication 
factor Will be 48/ 13 or approximately 3.6923, a non-integer 
for Which a payout amount is more difficult, long and 
complex to calculate for an individual. Of course, if an 
electronic apparatus is used to calculate the corresponding 
payout amount, it is easier, faster and more accurate. If the 
present enhanced roulette game is played on an electronic 
apparatus or device, such as a video game or slot machine, 
non-integer payout multiplication factors do not necessarily 
create a problem and may still provides advantages to 
players and casinos. 

[0079] HoWever, on a live table game, non-integer layout 
multiplication factors are unsuitable. The time for calculat 
ing a layout by the dealer, even if he or she has an electronic 
calculator, Would most likely be unacceptable and Would 
result in more mistakes. The player could have more dif? 
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culties to choose his or her betting risk and Would take more 
time to Wager in reason of large number of various betting 
risks. 

[0080] Furthermore, betting risks offered in such a large 
number of choices could require additional features and/or 
conventions to record a bet from a player identifying a 
number betWeen 1 and 47 among betting cards and could 
overload processes or rules of the game. In a context of live 
casino table game, a large set of betting risk levels, ie a 
number of 1 to 47 betting cards identi?ed by a single bet 
from a player, could put a disadvantage to rapidity and 
simplicity of the present enhanced roulette game in a live 
casino environment. 

[0081] The payout table preferably provides various pay 
outs that represent various integer multiplication factors that 
alloWs to calculate the payout rapidly and easily by players 
and dealers. A restricted number of payout integer multipli 
cation factors such as 48 (1:47), 24 (1:23), 16 (1:15); 12 
(1:11), 8 (1:7), 6 (1:5), 4 (1:3), 3 (1:2), 2 (1:1) from Which 
a payout amount to players is easily calculated by a dealer, 
provides rapidity for the game and accuracy for credit 
transactions Which favor enhanced Roulette table pro?tabil 
ity. 

[0082] For a conventional roulette game, 8 levels of bet 
ting risk on the random selection of number from 1 to 36 is 
provided, such as 36 (1:35); 18 (1:17); 12 (1:11); 9 (1:8); 6 
(1:5); 4 (1:3); 3 (1:2); 2 (1:1), corresponding to various 
integer dividing factors of the number 36. According to the 
preferred embodiment of the present invention, the spectrum 
of betting risk has 9 different betting risk levels, such as: 48 
(1:47); 24 (1:23); 16 (1:15); 12 (1:11); 8 (1:7); 6 (1:5); 4 
(1:3); 3 (1:2); 2 (1:1), corresponding to various integer 
dividing factors of the number 48. 

[0083] According to the present invention, offering a 
larger spectrum of risk levels attracts the players because of 
the larger ?exibility and control in the determination of the 
betting risk on the random event. Furthermore, offering 
different betting risks compared With the betting risks 
offered in classical roulette games, provides an appeal to 
players in the game of the present invention because it 
reneWs the betting strategies of the roulette game. 

[0084] Referring back to FIG. 3, the method comprises 
the step of identifying remainder cards from the deck of 
playing cards as outside cards 72. 

[0085] The choice of cards as outside cards, alloWs to use 
the totality of cards of the playing deck, and at the same 
time, to obtain a suitable minimum multifactorial number 
such as 48 for the number of betting cards. The number of 
remainder cards depends on the number of cards of the 
playing deck used. 

[0086] As previously noted, the number of remainder 
cards can be considerable if a convenient number of extra 
cards are added to a deck of 52 playing cards. 

[0087] The number of outside cards can vary depending of 
the number of cards of the playing deck; the objective being 
to obtain at least a number of 48 betting cards. In the present 
preferred embodiment, the number of outside cards is 4 or 
6 depending of the number of cards available in the deck of 
playing cards: 52 or 54 cards (With tWo jokers). 
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[0088] When a bet from a player identi?es all of the 
betting cards in a same suit, it Would be preferable that a 
number (n) of the betting cards are identi?ed such that the 
payout multiplication factor calculated be an integer 
amount. In a preferred embodiment, a card from each suit is 
selected as an outside card such that When a bet from a 

player identi?es all betting cards in a same suit, a number 
n=12 of the betting cards is identi?ed and a payout is 
calculated such that 48/n is an integer. 

[0089] Preferably, the outside cards are four cards of odd 
face value so that When a bet from a player identi?es all of 
the betting cards of a same parity <<odd» or <<even», a number 
of 24 of the betting cards are identi?ed and a payout can be 
calculated such as 48/n is an integer. 

[0090] Preferably, the outside cards are four cards of a 
same face value 7 so that When a bet from a player identi?es 
all of the betting cards in a same range of face values, in one 
of the tWo ranges of face value loWer or higher than face 
value 7, a number of n=24 of the betting cards, all of the 
betting cards in a same range of values is identi?ed and a 
payout is calculated such as 48/n is an integer. 

[0091] Therefore, the card Which is preferably removed 
from each suit of a standard deck of cards is preferably the 
card With a face value of 7. 

[0092] The classical European and American roulette 
games are commonly characteriZed by the same spectrum of 
betting options With the corresponding payout chart table 
shoWn in table 2. 

TABLE 2 

Spectrum of betting options and pavout table. 

Payout For Winning Bets 

Amount Received By 
Betting Options Player Probability 

<<Straight up>> 36 (35: 1) 
<<Split>> 18 (17:1) 
<<Line>> 12 (11:1) 
<<Square>> 9 (8:1) 
<<Street>> (5:1) 6 
<<12 number Column>> 3 (2:1) 
<<12 number block>> 3 (2:1) 
<<Odd>> or <<Even>> 2 (1:1) 
<<LoWs>> or <<Highs>> 2 (1:1) 
<<Red>> or <<Black>> 2 (1:1) 

[0093] Numbers Without parentheses represent total 
amounts received by the player. The amount corresponds to 
36/n and comprises the bet amount refund to the player plus 
the bet amount from the player times the Winning odds of the 
bet expressed in parentheses. For example, for a Winning 
<<straight up» bet, a payout of 36/1=36 is calculated. Con 
sequently, the player receives an amount that equals the 
payout multiplication factor, ie 36, times his or her betting 
amount. The amount corresponds to the sum of the bet 
amount refund to the player and the calculated payout 
Winning amount. For the present example, the total amount 
paid to the player is the bet amount Wagered by the player 
plus 35 (35:1) times the player bet amount for a total amount 
received by the player for his or her Winning <<straight 
up» bet of 36 times his or her Wagered amount. 
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[0094] The European or American Roulette games offer 
players the same type of betting options With the same 
payout chart table, With the same rules and betting options. 

[0095] The difference betWeen the European Roulette 
casino house income ratio of 1/37 or approximately 2.71% 
and the American Roulette casino house income ratio of 
2/38 or approximately 5.26% comes essentially from the 
number of <<all outside bets lose» betting numbers. There is 
a single betting number ((0» for the European Roulette game 
and tWo (<all side bets lose» numbers, (40» and ((00» for the 
American Roulette game. 

[0096] Therefore, by modifying only the number of <<all 
outside bets lose» numbers, the present invention maintains 
the essential features of the Roulette game. The Roulette 
game is characteriZed by offering a plurality of betting risks 
to players and a coherent layout chart table in the sense that 
the difference betWeen tWo betting risk levels is respected in 
the payout chart table. 

[0097] For example, if a betting option has tWo times less 
chances than an other type of betting option to be a Winning 
bet, for example comparing a <<split» bet With a <<straight 
up» bet, the difference betWeen betting risk levels is 
respected and re?ected in the payout chart table so that a 
payout for a <<split» Winning bet is 18 (17:1) compared to 36 
(35:1) for a “straight up» Winning bet. 

[0098] As it can be appreciated, for the Roulette game, the 
casino house income percentage can be changed by decreas 
ing or increasing the number of <<all outside bets 
lose» betting options. 

[0099] Unfortunately, modifying the casino house income 
ratio for one or another of the classical European and 
American roulette games by varying the number of <<all 
outside bets lose» betting options is difficult to put in 
practice. 
[0100] An important constraint is that a modi?cation to the 
casino house income percentage by modifying the number 
of all outside bets lose» options implies adding an <<all 
outside bets lose» betting symbol, an uncommon betting 
symbol, therefore breaking the comforting and familiar suit 
of classical Roulette betting symbols. 

[0101] The deletion of an “all outside bets lose» betting 
symbol is not considered because deleting an all outside 
bets lose» option in the American Roulette game corre 
sponds to making a European Roulette game. Deleting an 
<<all outside bets lose» option in an European roulette game 
de?nes a casino house income ratio of Zero for <<outside 
bet» options such as: (<red» or <<black», high» or ((lOW», 
<<odd» or Keven». Consequently, it provides an incoherent 
payout chart table. 

[0102] Adding an “all outside bets lose» betting symbol 
de?nes a real loWer income ratio for players. Consequently, 
adding an <<all outside bets lose» betting symbol has the 
non-negligible risk to be more repulsive than attractive to 
players, a result unsuitable for casino management and the 
gaming industry. 

[0103] Another important constraint is that each time an 
“all outside bets lose» betting option is added, the roulette 
Wheel apparatus and the game surface have to be changed. 
The physical re-design and modi?cations to the apparatus 
and surface represent important costs and are incompatible 
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With a rapid, ?exible and cheap method to promptly and 
easily adjust the casino house income ratio in response to 
periods of various intensities of casino roulette game activ 
ity. 

[0104] In the preferred embodiment, for a 52 playing card 
deck, the four chosen cards as <<outside» or <<all outside bets 
lose» cards are the four 7’s, and for a 54 playing card deck, 
the six cards chosen, as outside or “all outside bets 
lose» cards are the four 7’s and the tWo jokers. 

[0105] The choice of the 7’s, and Jokers from a deck of 54 
playing cards, as <<outside» or <<all outside bets lose» cards 
permits to split the remaining 48 betting cards into tWo 
groups of equal number of betting cards; a loW (i.e. Ace to 
6) and an high (8 to King) card rank categories. Furthermore, 
the seven’s and jokers typically represent <<special 
cards» associated With some lucky or special properties in a 
casino game. 

[0106] Referring back to FIG. 3, the method comprises 
the step of identifying none, one or some of the outside cards 
as <<free turn» cards 74. 

[0107] An outside card identi?ed as a <<free turn» card 
means that When the card identi?ed as a <<free turn» card is 
randomly draWn from a deck of playing cards as the payout 
determining card, all bets are returned to players. 

[0108] The method further comprises the step of identi 
fying none, one or some of outside cards as <<all bets 
lose» cards 76. 

[0109] An outside card identi?ed as an <<all bets lose» card 
means that When an <<outside» card as an all bets lose» card 
is randomly draWn from a deck of playing cards, as the 
payout-determining card, all bets by all players are lost and 
are taken by the casino house. 

[0110] Preferably, at least one card of the outside cards is 
identi?ed as an <<all bets lose» card, Wherein a payout of Zero 
is calculated When the “all bets lose» card is randomly 
draWn. 

[0111] In identifying the <<free turn» and <<all bets 
lose» cards among the outside cards, the casino determines 
its desired casino house income ratio. 

[0112] For example, With a deck of 54 playing cards, from 
0 to 6 cards can be identi?ed as “all bets lose»cards among 
the six cards identi?ed as <<outside» cards and the remainder 
cards can be identi?ed as <<free turn» cards. This Will 
determine seven casino house ratios for an enhanced roulette 
casino game that uses a deck of 54 playing cards and gives 
a payout for a Winning <<straight up» bet of 48 (47:1). Table 
3 illustrates seven casino house ratios available. 

TABLE 3 

Seven Casino House Ratios 

Casino 
Income Ratio 

Number of Cards Identi?ed Number of Cards Identi?ed 
as <<all bets lose>> Card as <<free turn>> Card 

0 6 11.11% (6/54) 
1 5 9.43% (5/53) 
2 4 7.69% (4/52) 
3 3 5.88% (3/51) 
4 2 4.00% (2/50) 
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TABLE 3-continued 

Seven Casino House Ratios 

Number of Cards Identi?ed Number of Cards Identi?ed 
as <<all bets lose>> Card as <<free turn>> Card 

Casino 
Income Ratio 

5 1 
6 O 

2.04% (1/49) 
0.00% (0/48) 

[0113] It can be appreciated that switching between the 
seven casino income ratios is done by changing the number 
of cards identi?ed as aall bets lose» cards and afree 
turn» cards among the 6 cards identi?ed as aoutside» cards. 

[0114] The method further comprises the step of identify 
ing none, one or some of the outside cards as aall outside 
bets lose» cards 78. 

[0115] An outside card identi?ed as an aall outside bets 
lose» card, is in fact an outside card changed into a special 
betting card, and an all outside bets lose» card means that 
When the outside card identi?ed as aall outside bets 
lose» card is randomly draWn from a deck of playing cards, 
all bets made by the players are lost except the Wager made 
by a player identifying uniquely the aall outside bets 
lose» card draWn. A payout amount is made to the player 
that has made a bet identifying uniquely a draWn aall outside 
bets lose» card When the aall outside bets lose» card is 
randomly draWn from a playing deck as the payout-deter 
mining card. The payout amount can be as a function of the 
Wager amount made by the player identifying solely the aall 
outside bets lose» card, or in function of the total amount 
Wager on the game made by the player. 

[0116] Preferably, at least one card of the aoutside» cards 
is an aall outside bets lose» card Wherein a payout is 
calculated for a player that has made a bet on a card, When 
the aall outside bets lose» card is randomly draWn and 
corresponds to a payout-determining card. 

[0117] A betting option on an aall outside bets lose» card 
has some advantages. 

[0118] If a payout amount calculated is the same as that of 
a Winning astraight up» bet, for example 48 (47:1) in the 
preferred embodiment of the live casino table, then the aall 
outside bets lose» cards permit to increase casino income 
ratio in the same proportion as that of the outside card 
identi?ed as aall bets lose» card but provide an added betting 
option for players and consequently, a potentially increased 
casino house income for roulette games. 

[0119] For example, during a normal game of the 
enhanced roulette game, it is decided that, for the next game, 
an aoutside» card identi?ed as an aall bets lose» card Will 
be an aall outside bets lose» card that has the same payout 
as a Winning astraight up» bet, for example 48 (47:1). 

[0120] An aall outside bets lose» card is appealing to 
players because it gives an additional betting option to 
establish their betting risk levels and gives the players an 
opportunity to secure their betting amount. 

[0121] An aall outside bets lose» card is appealing to 
casino houses, since it ensures the same casino house 
income but potentially increases incomes by offering an 
additional betting option. 
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[0122] The method further comprises the step of identi 
fying none, one, or some of betting cards as abet 
securing» cards 79. 

[0123] Preferably, a player has the possibility to make a 
bet in Which a number s of the betting cards are identi?ed as 
abet securing» cards. 

[0124] A abet securing» card is a betting card on Which a 
player can make a bet identifying the betting card as a abet 
securing» card. The abet securing» card identi?ed as a abet 
securing» card by a bet made by the player on the card, 
alloWs the player to loWer the original casino house income 
ratio for his or her bet by identifying a number n of betting 
cards. When the abet securing» card identi?ed by a bet 
made by a player matches the draWn payout-determining 
card, all bets made by the player identifying a number n of 
betting cards, except the bet identifying a abet 
securing» card made by the player on the game, are 
refunded to the player, thus providing to the player the 
opportunity to take advantage of selecting a loWer casino 
house income ratio for his or her bets. 

[0125] For example, a game surface having 54 areas 
corresponding to 54 playing cards and arranged in a geo 
metric pattern is shoWn in FIG. 4. The tWo jokers are 
identi?ed as afree turn » cards. TWo of the four sevens cards 
are identi?ed as aall outside bets lose» cards, one of the four 
seven cards is identi?ed as an aall bets lose» card and the 
last one of the four seven cards is identi?ed as a afree 
turn» card. The payout for a Winning astraight up» bet is 48 
(47:1). The casino house income ratio is 3/51 or approxi 
mately 5,66%. 
[0126] Also, in the present example, the casino house 
offers to players an opportunity to identify one of the tWo 
aall outside bets lose» cards as a abet securing» card by a 
Wager made by the player on one of the tWo aall outside bets 
lose» cards. 

[0127] A practical example is as folloWs: a player makes 
a bet identifying an aall outside bets lose» card as a abet 
securing» card by positioning a marker of a minimal bet 
amount, for example $1.00. Identifying a betting card as a 
abet securing» card is equivalent for the player of paying an 
amount of $1.00 for playing the game With a loWer casino 
house income ratio of 2/50 or approximately of 4.00% for 
his or her other bets. The normal casino house income ratio 
Would be 3/51 or approximately of 5.66%. A bet amount 
identifying a number of n betting cards With a bet identifying 
a number s of betting cards as a abet securing» card is 
pro?table to a player When the amount is larger then a 
turning-point total betting amount N determined by solving 
the folloWing equations: 

[0129] S is the minimal bet amount required to identify 
a betting card as a abet securing» card. 

[0130] IR is the statistical casino income ratio on a bet 
identifying a number n of betting cards before identi 
?cation of a betting card as a abet securing» card; 

[0131] IR* is the statistical casino income ratio on a bet 
identifying a number n of betting cards after identi? 
cation of a betting card as a abet securing» card; 
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[0132] N is the turning-point total betting amount com 
prising the bet amount identifying a number n of 
betting cards (M) and the minimal bet amount required 
to identify a betting card as a abet securing» card (S); 

[0133] M is the bet amount identifying a number n of 
betting cards With IR*; (l-IR) and (1-IR*) are corre 
sponding statistical player refund ratios. 

[0134] In the current example, the Winning bet astraight 
up» pays 48 (47:1). If a player bets a total amount of $51.00 
Without identifying a abet securing» card, then the player 
refund ratio is 48/51 and the statistical player refund bet 
amount is $48.00. If a player With the same total amount of 
$51.00, identi?es a abet securing» card by giving to the 
casino house $1.00 for taking advantage of a loWer casino 
house income ratio of 48/50 and bets an amount of $50.00 
identifying a number of n betting cards, the statistical refund 
amount for the player is also $48.00. 

[0135] If a player bets a betting amount of $52.00, it Will 
be more favorable for him or her to identify a abet 
securing» card With $1.00 and bet an amount of $51.00 
identifying a number of n betting cards With a statistical 
player refund ratio of 48/50 and statistical player refund 
amount of $48.96 than to bet a total amount of $52.00 
identifying a number of n betting cards With a statistical 
player refund ratio of 48/51 With a statistical player refund 
amount of $48.94. 

[0136] On the contrary, if a player bets a betting amount 
of $50.00, it Will be more favorable to him or her to bet a 
total amount of $50.00 for identifying a number n of betting 
cards With a statistical player refund ratio of 48/51 and a 
statistical player refund amount of $47.06 rather than iden 
tifying a abet securing» card With $1.00 to get a statistical 
player refund ratio of 48/52 and bet an amount of $49.00 
identifying a number n of betting cards With a statistical 
player refund amount of approximately of $47.04. The total 
betting amount of $51.00 is the turning-point total betting 
amount for deciding to identify or not a abet securing» card 
for $1.00 to pass from a casino house income ratio of 48/51 
to a casino house income ratio of 48/50 Wherein a Winning 
astraight up» bet pays 48 (47:1) i.e. gives to the player that 
has made a Winning astraight up» bet, an amount of 47 
times his or her bet amount in addition of returning the bet 
amount to the player. 

[0137] Consequently, the player Who has made a bet 
identifying a betting card as a abet securing» card and has 
Wagered a total bet amount identifying a number n and s of 
betting cards larger than the turning-point total betting 
amount, is in the same situation as the player Who makes a 
bet identifying a number n of the betting cards Without any 
card identi?ed as abet securing» card in a game Where there 
is a loWer casino house income ratio. On the contrary, a 
player Who has made a bet identifying a betting cards as a 
abet securing» card and has Wagered a total bet amount 
identifying a number of betting cards loWer than the turning 
point total betting amount, corresponds to a situation Where 
the player plays in a higher casino house income game 
Without identifying a card as a abet securing» card. 

[0138] A abet securing» option is an incentive to players to 
take advantage of a loWer casino house income ratio for their 
total betting amounts, and it is particularly attractive for 
high-rollers Who bet larger amounts. For high rollers, a abet 
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securing» option Wagered represents a small additional 
amount compared to typical high-roller Wagered amounts. 
The casino house conserves a minimum income ratio until 
the turning-point total betting amount is reached and at the 
same time, favors betting amounts larger than the usual 
amounts bet by players and particularly, from high-rollers to 
bet larger amount than the turning-point total betting amount 
for taking advantage of more favorable casino income ratio 
for their total betting amount. Consequently, the casino 
house income is potentially increased for each game of the 
present method of playing an enhanced casino roulette game 
Which represents a real advantage for casinos. 

[0139] A Roulette game Wherein afree turn» cards are 
randomly draWn could be considered equivalent to the 
absence of the game and may be vieWed as a Waste of time 
for a roulette game. But, in the present invention, a afree 
turn» card can be associated to extra or auxiliary betting 
options offered by the present enhanced Roulette. An addi 
tional bet permitting to Wager on a afree turn» card, repre 
sents additional betting options and an opportunity to opti 
miZe the Roulette income. 

[0140] Referring back to FIG. 3, the method further 
comprises the step of recording a bet from a player identi 
fying a number n of betting cards 80. 

[0141] In preferred embodiments, players position mark 
ers, chips or tokens on corresponding betting areas on a 
playing game surface. It is understood that electronic betting 
devices or apparatus can replace physical markers and game 
surfaces, and alloW players to choose and record bets. 

[0142] The method further comprises the step of recording 
a bet from a player identifying a number s of betting cards 
as abet securing» cards 81. 

[0143] In preferred embodiments, the markers and the 
manner used to identify a betting card as a abet 
securing» card explicitly indicates Which player has identi 
?ed a betting card as abet securing» card and Which card has 
been identi?ed as a abet securing» card. For example, special 
markers identify each player by their colors. 

[0144] The method comprises the step of draWing at 
random from a deck of playing cards a payout-determining 
card 82. 

[0145] The random card selection can be started by a 
player or the dealer, manually With one or more decks of 
playing cards counting 52 or 54 cards, mechanically With a 
mechanical apparatus such as a roulette Wheel Where each 
notch represents a card of the deck, in an electromechanical 
manner With an electromechanical apparatus such as a card 
shuf?er or electronically With an electronic apparatus such 
as an electronic random card selector. 

[0146] In preferred embodiments, the random selection of 
a payout-determining card is performed by a random card 
selector because of the rapidity, loW cost and fairness of the 
card selection process provided by an electronic apparatus 
compared With a physical roulette Wheel. But, in some 
circumstances, a mechanical roulette Wheel is more appro 
priate as a random card selector because of other aspects 
such as aesthetics, higher familiarity or preference of the 
players, dealers or casino oWners for mechanical devices. 

[0147] The method then comprises the step of calculating 
a payout When a payout-determining card matches one of the 
cards identi?ed by a bet from a player 84. 










